WindRose Supply Chain Analysis and Investigation Services
Noncooperative investigation, collection and analysis of suppliers, manufacturers, individuals and entities throughout the supply chain.

WindRose Device Integrity Interrogation
Deep electronic interrogation and analysis of devices detects embedded anomalies and threats otherwise undetectable by physical inspection or traditional virus scan methods.

WindRose AI and Machine Vision Powered Deep Physical Inspection and Analysis
HD imaging and object recognition identify physical device anomalies such as added or substituted circuits, components and chipsets.

Supports Cyber Security Maturity Model (CMMC) Proactive Analysis

SECURE TO THE CORE.

Do you have all the INFORMATION you need? WindRose does.

WindRose is a Protected Trade Secret. Any unauthorized disclosure is strictly prohibited.
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15 analyzed within
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FACT: Up to 80% of security breaches now originate in the Supply Chain
KPMG Report, Digital Supply Chain - the hype and the risks, February 2018

FACT: Supply Chain Attacks Spiked 78% in 2018
Symantec 2019 Internet Security Threat Report

FACT: 50% of today’s attacks are after not only one target network but also those that are connected via a supply chain.
Carbon Black GLOBAL INCIDENT RESPONSE THREAT REPORT, April 2019